Introduction
This memo is intended to contribute to two ICRF-2 preparation steps in accordance with the ICRF-2 Working Plan:
• ranking of sources by time series statistics, • compiling list of specially handling sources.
In accordance with the ICRF-2 Working Plan, in this memo, only quantitative source stability indices are considered. Since source position variations are sometimes pretty complicated, a visual inspection still may be needed to make a final decision on the quality of a specific source (Gordon et al. 2008) .
In this study we considered 33 source position time series submitted in 2007-2009 by IVS analysis centers AUS, BKG, DGF, GSF, IAA, MAO, OPA, SAI, SHA and USN. Some of initially submitted series were replaced by extended versions, some series don not contain session ID which makes them not suitable for some kind of analysis, some series contain too few sources, etc. Finally, 15 series were selected for analysis. These 15 series present various software and analysis strategies which makes them interesting and useful for comparison.
The following preliminary operations were made:
• only position with at least 5 observations were selected,
• only time series with at least 5 positions (epochs) were selected,
• for velocity analysis, only series with time span at least 5 years were selected, • floor of 20 _as for source position formal error was applied; this practically does not affect most of the series except the IAA ones.
Preliminary analysis
To better understand the result of time series analysis we tried to perform a comparison of methods used in various Analysis Centers for computation of the time series. Preliminary result is presented in Table 1 which still should be checked and completed. To get a preliminary impression about differences of the position time series produced by the participated Analysis Centers, source position time series were visually inspected. As was already pointed out in Malkin (2008b) The epoch of jump around 2003.0 may be connected with at least two events: the earthquake near Gilmore Creek and the start of regular operations at Svetloe. The first event seems to be the most important and worth careful investigation. Macmillan & Cohen (2004) and Titov & Tregoning (2005) detected an effect of the Alaska 2002 earthquake on EOP estimates. Evidently, there will be also an impact of different treatment of GILCREEK position on source coordinates. As a test, a source position time series w/o GILCREEK may be computed. There is no room in this memo to analyze all the time series. However, a conclusion can be made that the methods used for generation of source position time series considerably influence not only the scatter but also systematic behavior of source position variations. Both examples show also different noise level for different series, which will be quantified in the next section.
Ranking of sources by instability indices
From several scatter or instability indices used for analysis of source position time series we used two ones weighted root-mean-square residuals of the session source position w.r.t. weighted mean position, where weights are inversely proportional to the square of formal error (WRMS) and weighted Allan deviation (WADEV) computed as proposed in Malkin (2008a) . The combined RA and DE (2D) results are used for source ranking.
Both used statistics, WRMS and WADEV have own advantages and disadvantages. WRMS estimate includes contribution of systematic (e.g. trend-like) and low-frequency (quasi-) periodic variations. WADEV is not affected by slow position variations; however, it may give inadequate estimate of source position stability in a case of jumps in the time series and small position variation at time intervals between jumps. To get mo general index of source position variations, composite index computed as the sum of WRMS and WADEV was used for final source ranking.
The computations were performed in two steps. At the first step, source positions for common epochs were selected from 15 series listed above. Several statistics were computed for these "common-epochs" series, two of them are presented in Table 2 . The table allows us to compare the noise of each series, and later use this data for series selection at the next iteration of this work. The last row of Table 1 shows statistics for the weighted average series.
Average series was computed and used for final source ranking. Indeed, it should be considered as the first iteration only since, as shown above, systematic difference between series may exist depending on time series generation method, and these differences should be explained and eliminated. Besides, a set of time series used for averaging should be accurately selected. However, as our tests showed, this does not much influence the source ranking results, which may be more sensitive to session and time span and interval selection, cf. e.g. Tables 3 and 4 which present the results of source ranking based on WRMS+WADEV statistics of average time series computed for common only and for all epochs. 
